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About Us

AMNIe Academy’s masterclass on ESG and sustainability offers an excellent starting point
to begin your journey into all things ESG.

Who Is this For?
These courses are geared towards those seeking an agile and convenient way to learn the
ins and outs of sustainability and ESG integration.

After This Masterclass You Will:

Keep pace with key
global ESG business
trends

Increase business
resilience through risk
preparedness

Improve corporate
decision-making

The courses are available online or as facilitated workshops to enable executives and their
organizations to align on fundamentals and anticipate challenges ahead of time.

Our Experts
Our instructors take you through the basics of how ESG, impact and sustainability
intersect, and provide tools to build your own path, engaging in the critical thinking
needed to apply these principles in practice.
These courses provide an excellent diving board into ESG and sustainability in
easy-to-digest bites.

amnie.org

info@amnie.org

(778)-601-3796

ACADEMY
COURSES

COURSE 1

COURSE 2

COURSE 3

COURSE 4

COURSE 5

Introduction to Sustainability
Which sustainability trends and risks are most
relevant today? Think through the sustainability
evolution to what ESG means in practice for business
culture, strategy, risk, and performance. Assess
which material issues affect your business.
Diversity and Inclusion
How do you develop a culture that enables innovation
and sustainability? It starts with discovering the
hidden barriers to innovation and then practicing the
cutting edge tips that build inclusive teams with
unlocked potential.

Instructor line up
includes the
following and many
more!

Eugenio Villamizar
Human Resource Leader &
Organizational Catalyst

Your Path to Net Positive
How is the financial sector impacted by climate risk?
What is Net Positive VS. Net Zero? Which impact and
sustainability or ESG practices should a company
prioritize? Whether public or private, cut through the
noise and tell an authentic story.
Communicating with Impact
What do you need to know about communications
versus reporting when it comes to ESG? The key
distinction is accountability. Learn how to effectively
communicate ESG messaging and mandates.

The Art of Ethos
How does sustainability intersect with values? In
which way are sustainability and purpose linked?
How does the awareness and knowledge of self lead
to sustainability in business and in life? Embark on
your personal inquiry into growth and potential.

Amrita Aggarwal
J.E.D.I. Justice Equity Diversity
and Inclusion Strategist

Irina Scarlete
CEO AMNIe International

Get in touch today to discuss how AMNIe can help you start your ESG journey.
Our academy has price points for every budget as well as student and corporate
pricing.
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Let's Make it Count
Register Today!
Workshop Features

Network with like-minded
individuals and subject
matter experts

Acquire sustainability tools
which instantly apply to
your business

Apply design thinking
concepts and engage in
virtual collaboration

Add-On Services

About Us

Advisory packages for every level are available
to guide your organization through the
following:

AMNIe™ is a global management consulting
firm on a mission to simplify access to
sustainability knowledge for growing
organizations around the world. We are
creative, bold, agile, and meticulous in
delivery to enhance value for our clients.
AMNIe™ is a global team that operates with
a network of experts and partners. We are
harmonious in what we think, say, and do and we help our clients achieve this as well.

ESG and Sustainability Roadmap
Climate Risk Strategy
Executive Education
Contact us to learn more.
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